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Questions and Answers on Power Foam 2100 

Question:  “What is unique about Power Foam?” 
Answer:  Power Foam is DeVere’s only powder all-purpose cleaner. It is great at cleaning a variety of surfaces 
where high-foam is desirable. 
 
Question:  “What are all of the uses for Power Foam?” 
Answer:  Power Foam is an all-purpose cleaner, so it has many uses. Power Foam can clean a variety of hard 
surfaces such as stainless steel, plastics, and most soft metals. Foaming surfactants and emulsifiers provide 
superior cleaning on all contact surfaces, tables, cutting boards, vats, tanks, and other equipment. Always read 
label before use. 
 
Question:  “Why would I want a powder all-purpose cleaner vs. a liquid one?” 
Answer:  It is mostly just preference, but it isn’t all just about it being a powder. Power Foam is an industrial 
cleaner that foam a lot. Get Power Foam if high-foam properties are needed. 
 
Question:  “What fragrance does Power Foam have?” 
Answer:  Power Foam has a mild odor. 
 
Question:  “Is Power Foam meant to be sprinkled directly on the surface I need to clean, or do I need to dilute 
it?” 
Answer:  Power Foam needs to be diluted before use. Always read label for complete diluting instructions before 
use. 
 
Question:  “Is Power Foam safe to use on hard wood surfaces?” 
Answer:  Power Foam is safe to use on finished wood surfaces. We do not recommend using Power Foam on 
unfinished wood. 
 
Question:  “Is Power Foam safe to use on marble?” 
Answer:  Power Foam is safe on true, polished marble. However, exercise caution when using Power Foam on 
cultured marble, which is actually a matrix of marble dust or chips and a resin binder. Low-grade cultured marble 
can sometimes be damaged by Power Foam if it stays on the cultured marble for too long. 
 
  


